In this short note we continue our study of Koszul-Vinberg algebroids which form a subcategory of the category of Lie algebroids, and which appear naturally in the study of affine structures, affine and transversally affine foliations [N. Nguiffo Boyom, R. Wolak, J. Geom. Phys. 42 (2002) 307-317]. We prove a local decomposition theorem for KV-algebroids. Using the notion of KV-algebroids we introduce a new class of singular foliations: affine singular foliations. In the last section we study the holonomy of these foliations and prove a stability theorem.  2004 Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
The note is organized as follows. In the first section we recall the definitions of a KV-algebra and KV-algebroid, the Bauer-Dufour decomposition theorem for Lie algebroids (see also [3] ) as well as some of their basic properties. In Section 2 we introduce the concept of the index of a KV-algebroid and prove some of its basic properties, and Section 3 presents the proof of the index theorem, which, in fact, gives a local decomposition theorem for KV-algebroids. In Section 4, we study transversal KV-algebroids and prove a decomposition theorem. In the case of singular affine foliations the holonomy of leaves is very particular as we show in Section 5. A stability theorem completes the section.
Notations. Definitions
We consider smooth connected and paracompact manifolds. All geometrical objects are also smooth. If V is a vector bundle over a smooth manifold M, then by Γ (V ) we denote the C ∞ (M, R)-module of smooth sections of V , and for any subset U of M Γ (V,U) is the module of smooth sections of V over U . Let ϕ be a homomorphism of a vector bundle V into a vector bundle V ; we denote by the same letter ϕ the C ∞ (M, R)-homomorphism of Γ (V ) into Γ (V ).
Definition 1.2. An algebroid of Koszul-Vinberg (respectively a Lie algebroid) is a couple (V , a)
where V is a vector bundle over the base manifold M and whose module of sections Γ (V ) has the structure of a Koszul-Vinberg algebra over R (respectively Γ (V ) has the structure of a Lie algebra over R) and a is a homomorphism of the vector bundle V into T M satisfying the following properties:
(i) (f s).s = f (ss ) ∀s, s ∈ Γ (V ), ∀f ∈ C ∞ (M, R); (ii) s.(f s ) = (a(s)f )s + f (ss ) (respectively [s, f s ] = (a(s)f )s + f [s, s ]).
Clearly finding normal forms is a fundamental step towards the classification of singularities of smooth data on manifolds, cf. J. Martinet, cf. [9] , B. Malgrange, cf. [8] , R. Roussarie, cf. [13] . Recently, Jean Paul Dufour has proved the following important result, cf. [4] , although a similar result not formulated in the language of algebroids can be found in M. Bauer's thesis, unpublished, cf. [2] . [10] .
Theorem. Let (V , a) be a smooth Lie algebroid of rank n on a manifold
(iii) Let (V , a) be a Lie algebroid and let S ∈ Γ (V ) such that a(S)(x) = 0, x ∈ M, then C ∞ (M)S is a local Lie algebroid of rank 1 of (V , a); this property is no longer true for Koszul-Vinberg algebroids and it is one of the main problems in adapting to KoszulVinberg algebroids the techniques of local normalisation of Lie algebroids, cf. [4] .
Let A be a Koszul-Vinberg algebra; a A-module is a vector space W equipped with a right action and a left action of A related by the following equalities: for any a, b ∈ A, and any w ∈ W we have a(bw)
To any A-module W we associate the complex of cochains C(A, W ) graduated by the following subspaces:
The coboundary operator δ q :
is given by the formulas below: 
. , c q ).
The cohomology which we use in Section 4 is that of the complex C(−, −) defined above.
Local index of a Koszul-Vinberg algebroid
In the rest of the paper, we only consider algebroids whose anchor map induces an injective mapping of Γ (V , U) into X (U) for any open set U in the base of the algebroid. This restriction is motivated by our interest in transverse structures of locally flat singular foliations. This assumption permits us to transport to a(Γ (V )) the multiplicative structure of the Koszul-Vinberg algebra (V , a) whose multiplication is given by the formula
We may also obtain (1) assuming that ker(a :
) is a two-sided ideal. With the above multiplication in a(Γ (V )) the leaves of the singular foliation a(Γ (V )) are locally flat manifolds. a) has a positive index at the point x; if not then without loosing generality, we can assume that (S.S)(x) = 0; then let g be a smooth function on a neighbourhood of x defined by
It is not difficult to see that one can find a smooth function f on an open neighbourhood x which is a solution of the following Cauchy problem: 
) and applying the classical constant rank theorem we reduce our considerations to the following case:
That is
That is nothing else than a linearization of the anchor a in a neighbourhood of (u, 0). Let S ∈ Γ (U), then we have
The formula (4) defines a locally flat foliation of Ω ⊂ R m whose leaves are (u) . The covariant derivative ∇(x) varies smoothly with {x 1 , . . . , x m−ρ a (u) } ∈ R m−ρ a (u) . Thus we will have affine co-ordinatesx . . .x ρ a (u) . In other words, at any point x ∈ Ω there exist ρ a (u) smooth functionsx 1 
are the images by a(u) of the sections α 1 . . . α ρ a (u) which satisfy the following conditions
Representing
, which is equivalent to choosing another projection defined on R n × R m with the kernel R m × im(a(u)). Taking into account our assumptions (e.g. that the anchor is injective on Γ (U)), the relations ∇( (u) , which are linearly independants in a neighbourhood of u and have values in ker(a(u)). We set α ρ a (u)+j = β j , j = 1 . . .n − ρ a (u), and we obtain a basis of local sections {α 1 , . . . , α n } = {α 1 , . . . , α ρ a (u) , β n−ρ a (u) } which verify the following conditions
Conditions (7), (8) (u) . We have already discussed conditions (i) and (iii). We know that for j > ρ a (u) a(α j ) does not depend on x 1 , . . . , x ρ a (u) . It remains to prove that for j, k > ρ a (u) (u) .
We put
We know that for j > ρ a (u), a(α j )(u) = 0, and therefore from the above formula for a(α j α k )we obtain that γ jk are null for ρ a (u); the last conclusion together with the fact that α i α j = α j α i = 0, ∀i ρ a (u), demonstrates that the property (iv) of Definition 2.1 is satisfied for (x 1 , . . . , x m ) and (α 1 , . . . , α n ) . Thus we conclude that the above local systems satisfy the conditions of Definition 2.1 for q = ρ a (u) . Thus Lemma 2.3 has been proved. )) is positive. Without losing generality we can assume that c is in the leaf of a(Γ (V )) which passes through u 1 . Let Γ k ij be the structure functions of Γ (V ) with respect to the basis S 1 , . . . , S n , i.e. for i, j n we have
Let α ∈ Γ (V (U 1 )), and α = n i=1 f i α i . Consider the system of differential equations
Taking into account (9), the system (10) is equivalent to the following system
For any t = 0 in a neighbourhood of c(t) there exist a local system of co-ordinates (x 1 , . . . , x m ), a base (α 1 , . . . , α n ) of local sections of V , and a positive integer q(t) satisfying the properties (i)-(iv) of Definition 2.1; that is
The condition (i) of (12) means that α 1 , . . . , α q(t) are solutions of the following problem:
defined in an open neighbourhood of c(t). The solutions of (13) dependent smoothly on initial conditions, so one can extend each solution of (13) 
Put α = n j =1 g j α j , then the system (14) can be written as
The sections α 1 , . . . , α q are solutions of (14) . On the other hand we know that t = 0 (14) has other n − q solutions σ 1 . . . σ n−q defined on a neighbourhood of c(t) having the following properties: 
Index theorem
We keep the notation of Sections 1 and 2, and let (V , a) be a Koszul-Vinberg algebroid of rank n over a smooth manifold M of dimension m.
Theorem 3.1. At any point x of M r , we have the equality Ind V (x) = ρ a (x).
Proof. We are going to use induction on n = rang(V ). If n = 1, Theorem 2.5 gives the expected result.
Suppose that rank(V ) = n + 1 and that Theorem 3.1 is true for algebroids of rank n. By contradiction we are going to prove Ind V (x) = n + 1 ∀x ∈ M r . In fact, let x 0 ∈ M r , where Ind V (x 0 ) is not equal to ρ V (x 0 ). Of course Ind V (x 0 ) < ρ a (x 0 ).
Let r = ρ a (x 0 ) − Ind V (x 0 ). Let U 0 be a neighbourhood of x 0 and the domain of a local co-ordinate system (x 1 , . . . , x q , . . . , x m ) and of a basis of local sections  (α 1 , . . . , α q , . . . , α n+1 ) , q = Ind V (x 0 ). We assume that the co-ordinates and the basis above are related by (12): 
To this algebroid we can apply Theorem 3.1, since its rank is equal to n+1−q. It is obvious that ρ V x (x 0 ) = r. In a neighbourhood of x 0 there exist m − q functionsx q+1 . . .x m , which depend smoothly only on x q+1 , . . . , x m , that is eachx j ∈ F, and n + 1 − q smooth sectionŝ α q+1 , . . . ,α q+r , . . . ,α n+1 satisfy (12); in other words these two objects are related by the following:
Since (V c , a) is generated by the F -module of the basis α q+1 . . . α n+1 , the system (α 1 , . . . , α q ,α q+1 , . . . ,α n+1 ) is a basis of local sections of V satisfying the conditions α iαj =α j α i = 0 ∀i q. On the other hand (x 1 , . . . , x q ,x q+1 . . .x m ) is a local coordinate system of M defined in a neighbourhood of x 0 . It is not difficult to see that the two systems (α 1 , . . . ,α q ,α q+1 , . . . ,α n+1 ) = (α 1 , . . . , α q ,α q+1 , . . . ,α n+1 ) and  (x 1 , . . . ,x q ,x q+1 , . . . ,x m ) = (x 1 , . . . , x q ,x q+1 , . . . ,x m ) are related by (12) withq = q + r. Hence Ind V (x 0 ) = ρ a (x 0 ), which contradicts our working assumption. The proof of Theorem 3.1 has been completed. 2 Remark 3.2. Our results are also valid for Lie algebroids, it is sufficient to replace the Koszul-Vinberg multiplication by the Lie bracket; however, the proofs of Theorems 2.5 and 3.1 are more delicate in the case of Koszul-Vinberg algebroids. The main reason is the following fact: if (V , a) is a Lie algebroid and if S ∈ Γ (V ) satisfies the condition a(S)(x) = 0, then S generates a local Lie subalgebroid of rank 1. As we have already pointed out, this phenomenon is no longer true in the case of Koszul-Vinberg algebroids; the process of "reduction" is therefore more delicate.
Transversal algebroid. Decomposition
Let (V , a) be a Koszul-Vinberg algebroid over M and of rank n. For us the points of (a) are singular leaves of (V , a). We associate to each non-singular leaf of (V , a) a local Koszul-Vinberg algebroid along this leaf.
Let u ∈ M r ; put q = ρ a (u). Let us consider a local system of co-ordinates (x 1 . . . x m ) and a base α 1 , . . . , α n of local sections of V , related by (12) . Let 
If we consider G o as an extension of the Koszul-Vinberg algebra
but not a two-sided ideal (in fact, it is a left ideal). However, from (18) one gets a split exact sequence of C ∞ (U, R)-modules
If (x 1 , . . . ,x m ) and (α 1 , . . . ,α n ) are also related by (12) The subordination relation of Koszul-Vinberg algebroids induces an equivalence relation. If there exists a morphism of an algebroid (V , a) into (V , a ), then (V , a)  subordinated to (V , a ) . We note that the relation of subordination itself between (V , a) and (V , a ) does not give any information on the relation between a(Γ (V )) and a (Γ (V )).
Let u ∈ M − ( (a) ∪ (a )), the algebras T o u and T o u are well-defined as well as their representations a and a into the Lie algebra X(M) of differential operators of first order.
When we talk about a morphism of T o u into T o u , we always mean a homomorphism of Koszul-Vinberg algebras ρ :
To make matters simpler, we just talk of a homomorphism ρ of
Now we propose to study the correspondence which associates to each
a ). Denote by F a the foliation of M by the orbits of a(Γ (V )). When (V , a)
and (V , a ) are subordinated to one another the locally flat structures of leaves of F a are the same as those of leaves of F a .
Denote by V , a the isomorphism class of Koszul-Vinberg algebroids of (V , a). The main result of this section is the following: (α 1 , . . . , α q , . . . , α n )} be the data that give the following exact sequences: 
Since ρ a (u) = ρ a (u) = q, the functions x 1 , . . . , x q are affine functions of co- ordinates  (x 1 , . . . , x q ) . Taking as the centre of these co-ordinates the point u ∈ M r , we have 
, that is, we have the following equality:
Since a ) . This ends the proof of Theorem 4.1. 2 Remark 4.2. We have already mentioned that our methods (with fewer technical difficulties) can be applied to Lie algebroids. Theorem 3.1 gives J.P. Dufour's theorem on normal forms (see also the Decomposition Theorem of [6] ); when (V , a) is a Lie algebroid (T * M, #) defined by a Poisson structure on M, our method gives the local decomposition theorem of Alan Weinstein, cf. [14] . However, neither reference contains an analogue of Theorem 4.1.
Holonomy
The image of the anchor of a KV-algebroid V is an involutive subbundle and it defines a singular foliation F V . To obtain this result we don't use the KV-structure only the underlying Lie algebroid structure is needed. The KV-structure itself is responsible for the following: each leaf of the foliation F V admits a natural affine structure induced by the KV-algebroid structure. Summing up we have the following proposition: It is not difficult to check that for a regular affine foliation F the tangent bundle T F admits a connection which is flat when restricted to any leaf of F . The bundle T F is a KValgebroid whose anchor is the natural inclusion of T F into T M. Therefore KV-algebroids with injective anchor can be considered to be a natural generalisation of affine foliations, i.e. foliations whose leaves are affine manifolds. A classical example of such foliations are lagrangian foliations, cf. [15, 16] . So foliations induced by such KV-algebroids can be called "singular affine foliations".
For singular foliations the holonomy is a very complicated concept, cf. [1, 11, 12] . In the case of Poisson manifolds, cf. [5, 7] , and singular foliations defined by Lie algebroids, cf. [6] , a lot more can be said about holonomy. For foliations defined by KV-algebroids the holonomy can be described even more precisely.
Let x be any point of a leaf L of F V . Let dim L = p and N be a transverse submanifold at x, i.e. T x L ⊕ T x N = T x M and for any y ∈ N T y N + T F V = T y M, we do not assume that the "+" is the direct sum for points other than x. Therefore the foliation F V defines a singular foliation F N on N with a 0-dimensional leaf {x}. In the regular case this foliation is 0-dimensional. The foliation F N is defined by a KV-algebroid V N determined as follows: let y ∈ N, then V N (y) = {v ∈ V y : α(v) ∈ T y N}. Any isomorphism of KV-algebroids induces a foliated diffeomorphism. To be precise, let V i be a KV-algebroid on the manifold M i defining an affine foliation F i on M i , i = 1, 2. Then a KV-isomorphism Ψ : V 1 → V 2 induces a foliated diffeomorphism ϕ : (M 1 , F 1 ) → (M 2 , F 2 ) which preserves the affine structures induced on the leaves of F 1 and F 2 , respectively. When the anchor map is injective these two notions are equivalent. 
